Abstract-Floating Car Data (FCD) consist of information generated by moving vehicles and uploaded to Internet-based control centers for processing and analysis. As upcoming mobile services based on or built for networked vehicles largely rely on uplink transfers of small-sized but high-frequency messages, FCD traffic is expected to become increasingly common in the next few years. Presently, FCD are managed through a traditional cellular network paradigm: however, the scalability of such a model is unclear in the face of massive FCD upload, involving large fractions of the vehicles over short time intervals. In this paper, we explore the use of vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) communication to partially relieve the cellular infrastructure from FCD traffic. Specifically, we study the performance boundaries of such a FCD offloading approach in presence of best-and worst-case data aggregation possibilities at vehicles. We show the gain that can be obtained by offloading FCD via vehicular communication, and propose a simple distributed heuristic that has nearly optimal performance under any FCD aggregation model.
I. INTRODUCTION
The term Floating Car Data (FCD) defines generic information collected by cars -privately owned vehicles as well as public transportation means -while traveling to their destination, and uploaded to Internet-based control centers for processing and analysis. Since FCD-based technologies have started to become commercially appealing only during the last few years, their diffusion is still limited. Yet, they already significantly improved mobility-critical services, and FCD is today employed for different practical applications.
One example is that of distant monitoring of vehicles. Vehicles are today equipped with a wide range of interconnected microprocessor-based Electronic Control Units (ECUs), whose number varies between 30 for low-end cars and 100 for premium-class automobiles [1] . Many of these ECUs are in charge of monitoring and possibly reacting to information collected by on-board sensors, that constantly gather data on the vehicle mechanics, the driver and passenger space and the external environment. The use of FCD generated by the ECUs to locally oversee in-vehicle operations has been a standard practice since the 90's, and today just a few car functionalities are not under control of ECUs. Recently, car
The research leading to these results has received funding from the People Programme (Marie Curie Actions) of the European Union's Seventh Framework Programme (FP7/2007-2013) under REA grant agreement n.630211. manufacturers have started to propose remote monitoring of the car sensors, by exploiting the cellular connectivity to retrieve the ECU-generated FCD and provide seamless distant support to the driver and the passengers. Systems such as BMW Assist, Ford SYNC, General Motor OnStar, Toyota Safety Connect and Mercedes-Benz mbrace, just to cite a few representative examples, include safety, diagnostic and antitheft applications.
Another example of FCD-based service is real-time traffic control. High-end car navigation systems embed cellular interfaces that are used to upload FCD to traffic control centers, in the form of anonymized vehicle speed and position information, obtained through the GPS receiver. This data is processed to determine the conditions of road traffic in realtime and suggest more efficient routes to the drivers. Examples of systems leveraging FCD are, e.g., TomTom HD Traffic and Meihui TrafficCast.
These applications only represent the tip of the iceberg, as many future automotive solutions are foreseen to heavily rely on FCD. The most significative example is probably that of urban sensing, regarded as a fundamental component of forthcoming smart cities. Urban sensing is envisioned to enable a fine-grained yet pervasive and real-time monitoring of critical factors in large urban areas, such as mobility patterns, pollution levels, resource usages. To that end, cars are expected to continuously collect FCD on the metropolitan environment they travel in, and to upload it to Internet-based control centers for data fusion and knowledge discovery.
We argue that the consolidation and diffusion of FCDbased technologies may easily reach very high penetration rates in the next few years. Also, ever-growing FCD upload frequencies and volumes are to be expected, as more finegrained measures are required and as the number of features to be monitored (both inside and outside cars) increases. Overall, we could soon witness the emergence of massive FCD traffic.
From a communication infrastructure viewpoint, massive FCD would call the present network model into question. FCD are currently gathered by moving vehicles and uploaded to postprocessing centers through the cellular infrastructure. To that end, the service providers sign agreements with the telecom operators, so that FCD transfers occur through the cellular infrastructure in a way that is completely transparent to the user, i.e., the vehicle's driver or passengers. negligible penetration rates and low update frequencies of today's FCD-based technologies. However, the appearance of FCD will induce a dramatic increase in the cellular network uplink load. Today's mobile access infrastructure is already at its capacity limit [2] and forecasts anticipate that mobile traffic to outgrow the access network capacity 5 to 1 by 2018 [3] . Massive FCD risk to be an additional heavy burden, when picturing scenarios where the hundreds of thousands of vehicles that normally circulate in major metropolitan areas during rush hours all try to obtain uplink access to the cellular network every few seconds, to transmit a several hundreds of KB of information at each access. Even more so, when thinking that traditional offloading via Wi-Fi or femtocellsthat relieved the cellular network from 45% of the total mobile traffic in 2013 [3] -assumes low user mobility and is thus not viable in the FCD case. In order to prevent FCD from seizing the cellular capacity, new offloading techniques are to be devised, which scale well to citywide scenarios. In this paper, we analyse a FCD offloading paradigm that leverages direct vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) communication based on Dedicated Short Range Communication (DSRC). DRSC has been the subject of a quite active standardization activity in recent years, leading to a number of protocol stack proposals, including IEEE 802.11p, IEEE 1609.x, ETSI ITS G5 and ISO CALM. These standards enable communication among vehicles traveling at a few hundreds of meters distance. The offloading approach is exemplified in Fig. 1 . In the traditional model, in Fig. 1a , each vehicle uploads the FCD it collects independently. Conversely, the V2V-based FCD offloading model, in Fig. 1b , commends that DSRC communication is employed to convey FCD to a subset of selected vehicles, which gather and aggregate the data their receive before uploading it via the cellular network.
The system could result in significant offload of the cellular infrastructure, in terms of channel setup signalization, control header overhead and, depending on the local aggregation levels, sheer uplink traffic volume. In this work, we focus on the latter aspect, i.e., the gain that V2V-based FCD offload can achieve under different local aggregation models. By local aggregation, we mean how much vehicles can compress the data their receive from their DSRC communication neighbors, before uploading them via the cellular infrastructure. Clearly, the more the FCD can be aggregated locally at the uploader vehicles, the lower the traffic load to be sustained by the cellular access network. In particular, we investigate the performance boundaries of V2V-based offload, i.e., evaluate its gain when the possibilities for local aggregation are maximum or minimum, respectively.
To that end, after a brief review of the literature in Sec. II, we present in Sec. III the system model we consider, describing the best-and worst-case local aggregation functions, and the scenario used in our study. Sec. IV and Sec. V present centralized and distributed solutions, respectively, and discuss the corresponding performance. Finally, Sec. VI draws conclusions and outlines future research directions.
II. RELATED WORK
The V2V-based FCD offload system we study lies at the interface of FCD management and mobile offloading.
Concerning the first topic, FCD management is a mainstream research subject mainly in traffic planning theory [4] - [6] and in knowledge discovery [7] . From a networking perspective, it has been originally tackled in terms of user privacy [8] , [9] . More recent works have started considering mobile access as well, studying how to accomodate FCD through traditional cellular upload [10] , [11] These works have focused on exploitation of the Random Access Channel (RACH) of UMTS access networks, which is a shared direct-access channel normally employed for signalization. By sending small, frequent data directly on the RACH, vehicles avoid to ask dedicated resources just to upload a few bytes. Results show that the solution is viable, but also that important issues exist: FCD uploads via RACH are quite limited in number (order of a few tens per second within each cell), suffer from the lack of handover over the RACH, and may severely reduce the QoS of traditional mobile voice and data services by congesting the RACH. LTE is instead considered as the access network technology in [12] , where the impact of FCD upload on energy consumption and traditional mobile traffic is assessed. However, the analysis does not consider massive FCD, assuming that 5% of vehicles uploading FCD at a frequency adjusted so as limit the blocking probability of traditional traffic. Finally, a comparison of UMTS and LTE technologies for the dissemination of cooperative awareness messages (CAMs) -a process which includes upload of FCD on RACH -was performed in [13] . Results showed that LTE outperforms UMTS in terms of FCD upload capabilities, but also outlines that DSRC remains the fittest technology for CAM dissemination. As a matter of fact, LTE also suffers from higher delays (up to 50 ms) and limited FCD upload capacity (up to 100 messages per second per 5-MHz channel) which is also negatively affected by the presence of traditional mobile traffic.
The previous literature on cellular network offloading has instead mainly focused on downlink data transfers, targeting the dissemination of content to smartphone users [14] or car passengers [15] and the download of large contents by vehicular users [16] . Their downlink nature make these problems semantically different from ours; moreover, all of the works above consider delay-tolerant approaches, while FCD usages, such as those we outlined in Sec. I, typically require the upload to occur in quasi real-time.
A few recent works have started considering the two topics at once, proposing solutions to offload FCD through DSRC communication. Specifically, they considered using transfer opportunities among vehicles [18] as well as between vehicles and dedicate roadside units (RSUs) [17] . In both cases, load reductions at the cellular access infrastructure in the order of 90% have been reported. Despite their seminal contribution, such works have disregarded the local aggregation aspect [18] , or considered low FCD upload frequencies, and scenarios that are limited geographically and temporally [17] . In our work, we focus on massive FCD, and evaluate the impact of local aggregation in a large-scale simulation environment.
III. SYSTEM MODEL
We model the vehicular network as a temporal graph G(V(t), E(t)), where V(t) = {v i } is the set of nodes at time t, and E(t) = {e ij (t)|v i , v j ∈ V, i = j} is the set of edges at the same time instant. Each node v i maps to a vehicle traveling in the considered scenario, and an edge e ij (t) exists if vehicle i and vehicle j can act as local FCD aggregators for one another at time t. Specifically, in the following we consider a simple unit disk graph model to represent aggregation capability, implying that information regarding vehicle i is known by all other vehicles in a range R. We point out that such a model does not make any assumption regarding the radio propagation model: it simply means that application-level information can be gathered from a certain area during a collection period determined by the service requirements, using direct or multihop DSRC-based V2V communication.
Indeed, different classes of applications can be defined, based on the frequency and accuracy required to the FCD upload process. For example, a real-time traffic information system, where the traveling time is estimated at the scale of a city -if not at that of a region or of a whole country -uses information regarding the speed of the vehicles on different road segments. However, individual measures are noisy and redundant, and average measures are needed. This means that a local aggregation is possible within the vehicular network, since a vehicle can gather speed information from several neighbors and upload only an average value. Similar considerations can be made for other applications allowing for FCD local aggregation, such as environmental monitoring, where pollution or temperature sensors embedded in vehicles are used to build a dynamic map of the phenomena over a certain geographical area.
While interesting from a networking and privacy preservation point of view, in-network aggregation is not always possible. For example, taxi or bus companies need to monitor the vehicles in their fleet individually, for logistic and maintenance purposes. Insurance companies also propose services for which individual vehicle information is required. As disscussed in detail later on, in this cases, reducing the number of uploaders can still bring benefits, which are however reduced by the lack of local aggregation.
In this work, we concentrate on the advantages that DSRCbased FCD offload can bring in terms of the amount of data uploaded on the cellular uplink. That perspective is especially useful to private vehicular users or fleet operators since FCD traffic volumes can be directly translated to a financial cost. We consider instead that messages exchanged directly between vehicles, using DSRC technologies, do not incur in any cost, since they operate on non-commercial frequency bands. However, we also pay close attention to the DSRC overhead introduced by the different offload solutions, so as not to neglect the limited capacity of the V2V broadcast channel.
A. FCD upload and local aggregation models
At time t, representing the end of an FCD collection period, a set of vehicles U(t) ⊆ V(t) use the cellular uplink to transmit data. The FCD upload cost for that collection period can thus be expressed as:
where c(v i ) represents the amount of data transmitted on the cellular network by vehicle v i .
In the baseline case, vehicles do not collaborate using V2V communication, each uploading its own data via cellular access. Therefore, U(t) = V(t), and each vehicle needs to upload its own application-layer payload of p bytes that, cumulated with network-and transport-layer headers 1 totalling h bytes, results in a message of a total size m = h + p. Since we consider that size to be constant over vehicles and collection peridos, c(v i ) = m, ∀v i ∈ U(t), ∀t, and the FCD upload cost in the baseline case is:
If FCD can instead be offloaded through direct vehicular communications, the number of uploaders is no longer equal to the number of nodes, as some vehicles act as uploaders also for FCD collected by a part of their neighbors. In that case, U(t) is normally a proper (and significantly smaller) subset of V(t). Clearly, the smaller the number of uploaders, the higher the offload gain brought by DSRC-based communication. Therefore, how U(t) is determined represents a key aspect of the problem, and it will be the focus of Sec. IV and Sec. V. Also, in presence of DSRC-based FCD offload, the individual cost c(v i ) depends on the aggregation function that can be used by relay vehicles. Many such functions can be imagined, but in the following we focus our analysis on two boundary cases, that we denote as best-case and worst-case local aggregation models, respectively. Best-case aggregation. In the best-case aggregation scenario, individual information for each vehicle is not required. A node can therefore gather FCD from all its N i − 1 aggregation neighbors 2 and compute a single statistical measure (e.g., an average) of the values carried by all the received payloads. The gain in this case is significant: instead of uploading N i separate messages of size m as in the baseline case, each uploader only sends one message of the same size m that summarizes the FCD of its entire aggregation neighborhood. That maps to the maximum level of in-network aggregation. The resulting cost is:
1 A recent experimental study shows that around 75% of cellular operators account for traffic at an IP level [19] , meaning that not only the payload, but also the headers need to be considered in the cost computation. 2 We cosider that N i is the size of the local aggregation neighborhood of a node, i.e., the number of nodes for which v i can act as aggregator and single uploader. Therefore v i itself is counted in N i , and the number of actual aggregation neighbors is N i − 1. Worst-case aggregation. In the worst-case scenario, we consider that individual information is required for every vehicle. This means that a node gathering data from N i − 1 neighbors needs to upload N i distinct payloads, i.e., that no local aggregation is possible. However, there is still some space for improvement over the baseline case above: FCD payloads from different vehicles can be fit in the same packet, resulting in lower overhead in terms of network-and transportlayer headers. As FCD-based services usually require minimal measures, headers can account for a significant part of the upload cost. Payload stuffing allows an uploader vehicle v i to only transmits R i packets instead of N i , with:
where m max is the maximum size authorized for a networklayer packet. The resulting cost for the worst-case aggregation at a generic time t is then:
It is noteworthy that having a reduced number of users on the cellular uplink also brings benefits in terms of network access delay and availability. However, we do not consider the impact of these parameters on the cost, as they do not directly influence the economic cost of the FCD upload from a end user's standpoint.
B. Reference scenario
The reference scenario we will consider in this study is that of the metropolitan region of Cologne, Germany. The scenario comprises a 400 km 2 surface that includes the city of Cologne as well as the surrounding suburban and rural areas. Approximately 4.500 km of roads are present in the region, including major highways, urban arteries and minor streets. The layout of the road network in the reference scenario is outlined in Fig. 2a .
Road traffic in the region is provided by a state-of-art vehicular mobility dataset that describes 24 hours of individual car movements during a typical working day, and includes more than 700.000 trips within and across the Cologne area. The dataset was generated by coupling different tools for the road topology information, microscopic mobility modeling and macroscopic traffic flow description. Namely, the road topology data is obtained from the OpenStreetMap (OSM) database, commonly regarded as the highest-quality map database publicly available. The microscopic mobility of vehicles is simulated with the Simulation of Urban Mobility (SUMO) software, today's most advanced freely available microscopic vehicular mobility generator. Finally, the macroscopic traffic flows are determined in two steps. On the one hand, the Travel and Activity PAtterns Simulation (TAPAS) methodology [20] is applied on real-world data collected in the Köln region [21] to obtain a travel demand (i.e., the origin, destination and time of trips) that faithfully mimics the daily activity of the area residents. Then, Gawron's relaxation algorithm [22] is run to determine a traffic assignment (i.e., the routes taken by each driver) that allows a so-called dynamic user equilibrium.
A snapshot of road traffic in the Cologne, as described by the dataset at 7 am, is portrayed in Fig. 2b . There, each dot represents one car, its color corresponding to its speed: we can remark the high-speed highways around the conurbation, and more congested traffic in the city center. For further details on the dataset, we refer the reader to [23] .
IV. CENTRALIZED DSRC-BASED FCD OFFLOAD As anticipated in Sec. III-A, a key operation in the FCD offload process is that of identifying the subset of vehicles U(t) in charge of performing the FCD local aggregation and upload at a given time instant t. The goal to select U(t) so as to minimize the upload cost (i.e., maximize the offload gain) while guaranteeing that FCD is collected from all vehicles participating in the system (i.e., without affecting the quality of the FCD collection).
In this section, we focus on centralized solutions to such a problem. These take an oracle approach, assuming that the G(V(t), E(t)) structure is known.
A. Algorithms
In [18] , the optimal uploader set selection problem is shown to be equivalent to the minimum dominating set (MDS) problem in graph theory, known to be NP-complete. However, this equivalence is true if we use as criterion the number of vehicles using the cellular uplink, but does not hold when the optimization is focused on the actual amount of data transferred to the cellular network.
To better understand the difference, we recall that a dominating set over a set V of nodes is defined as S = {v i | ∃ e ij ∀v j ∈ V \ S}. In our case, this means that each vehicle is either in the dominating set, or has an aggregation neighbor in this set. The dominating set is said to be minimal if removing any node from the set breaks the dominance property, and the MDS is the minimal dominating set with the smallest size.
When focusing on the sheer number of uploaders, the MDS of the graph G(V(t), E(t)) is by definition the optimal solution. However, in an MDS, a node can be dominated by one or multiple (dominator) neighbors. In the best-case aggregation scenario, this difference is not important, since each dominator vehicle only uploads average values computed over its entire neighborhood. However, in the worst-case scenario, individual information is required from each vehicle: this implies that each dominator must upload all the FCD payloads it collects, thus leading to redundant transmissions. Indeed, the FCD generated by a vehicle v i with K dominating neighbors, v 1 . . . v K , will be transmitted K times, once by each dominator.
To solve this problem, we propose three centralized heuristics to compute the set of vehicular relays considering the costs we defined in the previous section. In the first approach, denoted as minimum dominating set with assignment (MDSa), we compute an approximate solution for the MDS problem (remember the problem is NP-complete) using the greedy algorithm in [18] . This algorithm starts with an empty set S and iteratively adds to it the node with the highest number of neighbors outside S, which results in a dominating set in a finite number of iterations. However, we add a second step to this algorithm, by assigning all the nodes that remain outside S to only one node from the dominating set. This practically means that a vehicle dominated by two neighbors only transmits the required information to one of them.
In the second proposed solution, greedy assignment with removal (GAR), we modify the MDS greedy algorithm described above, by picking at each iteration only nodes that have no neighbors in S. This algorithm does not result in a dominating set, as some nodes remain not dominated after the last iteration. The vehicles in this situation will transmit their own FCD (but not their neighbors') on the cellular uplink.
Finally, the third approach consists in computing a maximal independent set on the square of the original graph (MIS 2 ). An independent set contains only nodes that are not connected by an edge, and it is called maximal if no other node from the graph can be added to the set without breaking the independence property. Just as the complementary MDS problem, computing the maximum independent set (MIS) is NP-complete and approximation algorithms need to be used. An important property is that nodes in an MIS are separated by a minimum distance of two (aggregation) hops. In our system, if we want any node to have at most one neighbor in the uploading set, the nodes in the independent set need to be situated at minimum three hops from one another. In order to achieve this separation, we build a maximal independent set on a graph where a node is connected by an edge to all its one-hop and two-hop neighbors, i.e. the square of the graph. However, just like in the case of GAR, this algorithm does not guarantee covering all the nodes in the original graph, and the remaining vehicles need to upload their own FCD.
B. Results
We tested the performance of the centalized algorithms on a 6-hour timespan during the morning of the Cologne reference scenario presented in Sec. III-B. We remark that such a time period is fully representative of different vehicular traffic intensities, as it includes sparse (5 am -6 am), peak (6 am -8 am), and moderate (8 am -11 am) traffic conditions. Unless mentioned otherwise, we consider TCP/IP headers with a size h = 20 bytes (we make the assumption of a Robust Header Compression mechanism such as the one used in LTE cellular networks [24] ), a payload p = 100 bytes, and the maximum size of an IP packet m max = 1440 bytes. We set the collection period to 10 seconds, resulting in an upload frequency 0.1 Hz, and assumes that the range within which vehicles can locally aggregate FCD is R =100 m. In Fig. 3 , we show the cost of uploading FCD in the case of applications that allow a maximum degree of local aggregation. As in this case the information from all the neighbors is aggregated in a single message of size m, the offloading performance is directly given by the number of vehicular relays, therefore the MDS and MDSa algorithms, that pick the same uploaders set, result in identical performance. Compared with a non-collaborative approach, an MDS-based offloading significantly reduces the upload cost from a peak of around 180 kB/s to less than 20 kB/s. The two other approaches, GAR and MIS 2 are less efficient than MDSa, but still manage to reduce the cost by more than 50% even in medium density traffic.
However, when we consider the worst case aggregation scenario, the results presented in Fig. 4 show that the cost of the original MDS algorithm is even high than that of the nonoffloaded baseline approach, especially at peak hours. This is due to the fact that redundant information is uploaded in the case of vehicles with multiple neighbors in the MDS. Nevertheless, the three heuristics proposed above manage to achieve a cost reduction, by decreasing the number of transmitted TCP/IP headers. In high density traffic, between 6am and 8am, a gain of around 20 kB/s can still be obtained by offloading FCD when no local aggregation is possible.
In such worst-case aggregation scenario, the ratio between the header size and the payload size becomes an important parameter. In Fig. 5 , we keep a constant header size h = 20 bytes, and we vary the payload size between 20 and 500 bytes. For payloads comparable with the size of the TCP/IP headers, even the basic greedy MDS algorithm manages a 20% cost reduction compared with a scenario where all the vehicles use the cellular uplink. However, the MDS cost quickly increases with the payload size, and unnecessary transmissions make this solution more costly than a non-collaborative approach. The other three algorithms always outperform the reference solution, with MDSa giving the best results, and more than 40% cost reduction for a payload of 20 bytes.
To summarize, these results show that offloading FCD can bring a significant cost decrease from the users' point of view, especially when the application allows a high degree of data aggregation. Moreover, even when data aggregation is not possible, an important gain can be achieved if the header-to-payload ratio is high.
V. DISTRIBUTED DSRC-BASED FCD OFFLOAD
The centralized algorithms presented in the previous section give an idea on the cost gains that can be brought by offloading FCD through vehicle-to-vehicle communication. In this section, we check whether practical, distributed solutions can also reduce the FCD upload costs.
A. Algorithms
Three distributed algorithms for DSRC-based FCD offload have been proposed in [18] , as follows.
In the degree-based (DB) algorithm, a vehicle acts as a relay with a probability that linearly decreases with the number of neighbors. This method does not add any overhead in the V2V network, but it also does not give any guarantee on gathering information from all the vehicles in the network.
The degree-based with confirmation (DBC) algorithm adds an extra step to DB, by requiring every relay vehicle to also confirm its state by transmitting a message on the vehicular network. At the end of the collection period, the nodes that were not selected as relays and did not hear any confirmation message from one of the neighbors upload their own FCD on the cellular network.
Finally, the reservation-based (RB) algorithm introduces a reservation phase at the beginning of every collection period. In this phase, all the vehicles randomly choose a slot in which they declare themselves as relays if they have not previously received such a message from a neighbor.
The goal of all these algorithms is to approximate an MDS that, as discussed in Sec. IV, is an optimal solution only when massive data aggregation is allowed. To take into consideration applications that do not allow FCD aggregation, we propose an additional distributed algorithm, named reservation-based with confirmation (RBC). This new solution builds on the reservation phase idea used in RB, requiring every vehicle to randomly select a slot from this time frame. However, unlike the original approach, RBC provides feedback to the vehicles that win the contention and act as relays. Indeed, in RB relay nodes upload FCD from all their neighbors, meaning that information from vehicles with two neighboring relays will be transmitted on the cellular network twice.
To counter that effect, RBC uses two types of messages: relay selection (RS) and relay confirmation (RC). In the randomly selected slot, a vehicles transmits either an RS or an RC, as follows: (i) if the vehicle did not receive an RS message from one of its neighbors in the previous slots, it declares itself as a relay and transmits RS; (ii) if the vehicle previously received an RS message from one of its neighbors, it transmits instead an RC message, confirming the neighbor in question as a relay. When a vehicle is covered by multiple relays, it randomly picks one of them using an RC message. At the end of the collection phase, a vehicle acting as a relay only uploads FCD coming from neighbors that confirmed it as a relay.
In the ideal case, RBC assigns all the vehicles to one relay and assures a minimum distance of two aggregation hops between any two relays. However, in a real scenario, the number of slots in the reservation phase is limited, meaning that RS and RC messages can collide, resulting in sub-optimal performance. Some vehicles may not receive RS messages transmitted by their neighbors and declare themselves as uploaders without this being needed. Also, some uploaders might lose some of their neighbors' RC messages due to collisions, which means the neighbors in question will need to upload their own information despite having a close-by uploader. To test the performance of RBC, we take into consideration these collisions in the case where reservation slot access is regulated by a simple slotted-Aloha mechanism.
B. Results
In Fig. 6 we show the cost of uploading FCD in the case of applications that support maximum local fusion, i.e., our best-case aggregation scenario. In the case of RB and RBC, we use a reservation phase of 128 slots. We can notice that all of the distributed algorithms achieve a significant cost reduction, between 75% and 85% at peak hours, and more than 50% even in medium traffic density. The best results are given by RB, with DB being a close contender. However, it must be reminded that DB does not recover information from all the vehicles, which is also why DBC, where FCD from all uncovered vehicles are transmitted individually, gives the worst performance -yet still guaranteeing an important improvement over the non-offloaded baseline scenario. In the case of RBC, we can observe that under medium traffic density, the performance is similar to the one of RB. However, at peak hours, the limited number of slots produces an increased number of collisions, which reduce the algorithms' efficiency. While RB uses the same number of slots in the reservation phase, the number of messages transmitted by RB on the vehicular network is much smaller compared with RBC -|U(t)| versus |V(t)| using the notation from Sec. III.
For applications that do not allow for FCD aggregation, the results are very different, as shown in Fig. 7 : DB, DBC and RB incur in a cost that is even higher than that of the baseline case. As discussed in the case of centralized algorithms, this is due to the fact that information coming from nodes with multiple neighboring relays is uploaded more than once. By adding a confirmation phase, RBC manages to solve this problem and reduces the cost by 15-20 kB/s at peak hours compared to a non-collaborative approach.
Similarly to Sec, IV, in Fig. 8 we analyze the impact of the payload size on the performance of the different solutions. Even for small payloads, the three algorithms that do not use any feed-back for the relays (DB, DBC and RB) are less efficient than a non-collaborative approach. On the other hand, RBC with a reservation period of 128 slots always results in a gain, which can be as high as 35% when the payload has a similar size to the TCP/IP headers. Finally, since from this analysis RBC emerges as a clear winner, we are interested in understanding better its operation. Namely, we investigate the impact of the sole parameters of the algorithm, i.e., the number of slots available in the reservation phase. In Fig. 9 , we present results for a reservation phase of different sizes: 8, 32, 64 and 128 slots. We notice that even for a very short reservation phase of 8 slots, RBC still manages a minor cost improvement over the non-offloaded cellular upload. As expected, when the duration of the reservation phase increases, so does the performance of the mechanism. Using more complex reservation slot access techniques, may in fact further reduce the number of collisions and allow RBC to approach the performance of centralized solutions.
Overall, the results presented in this section show that significant gains can be obtained even by simple distributed algorithms. For an efficient offloading, a feed-back for the selected relay nodes is required in the case when information from individual vehicles must be uploaded. We proposed a solution, RBC, which provides this feed-back with a small overhead of one message per vehicle transmitted on the vehicular network.
VI. CONCLUSION
With an increased number of connected vehicles which produce more and more data, the problem of collecting Floating Car Data in an efficient manner becomes important for end users. In this paper, we study the gain that can be brought by offloading FCD from the cellular network through the use of short-range vehicle-to-vehicle communication. By considering applications that allow different degrees of in-network local aggregation, we show that a reduction of more than 40% of the uploading cost is theoretically possible if the topology of the vehicular network is known. Moreover, we propose a simple, distributed heuristic that provide effective FCD offload in any aggregation conditions. Our results indicate that this solution can reach a maximal cost reduction of around 35%, and is generally very close to the optimal centralized performance.
